Recent observational studies suggest that active region magnetic ux emerges in a twisted state, and that the sense of twist depends weakly on solar hemisphere. We propose that this twist is imparted to the ux through its interaction with turbulent velocities in the convection zone. This process, designated the -e ect, operates on isolated magnetic ux tubes subjected to bu eting by turbulence with a non-vanishing kinetic helicity hu r ui. The -e ect leads to twist of the same sense inferred from observation, and opposite to that predicted by the -e ect. A series of numerical calculations are performed to estimate the magnitude of the -e ect in the solar convective zone. The results compare favorably with observation in both mean value and statistical dispersion. We nd a further relationship with total magnetic ux which can be tested in future observations. The model also predicts that twist is uncorrelated with the tilt angle of the active region.
Introduction
A number of recent observational studies of the solar magnetic eld have begun to reveal trends in its handedness, or chirality. The chirality of the magnetic eld has been inferred by a number of means including the morphology of laments (Martin, Billamoria, & Tracadas 1994) , morphology of coronal loops (Rust & Kumar { 2 { 1996) , in situ measurements of ux ropes (Burlaga 1988 ) and interplanetary elds (Bieber, Evenson, & Matthaeus 1987) . Each of these methods reveal a tendency for chirality of one sense in the Northern hemisphere, and the opposite sense in the Southern hemisphere. The tendency appears with di erent degrees of dominance in the di erent studies. The cause of this hemispheric tendency is still uncertain, and is the topic of this work. Pevtsov, Can eld and Metcalf (1995, hereinafter PCM) 
This quantity is referred to as \helicity" in PCM, but here we will call it twist. The de nition of pcm is motivated by analogy to a force-free magnetic eld r B = B.
In fact pcm is a direct measure of the relative signs of the vertical current and ux at the photosphere. A positive value corresponds to eld lines which twist in a right-handed sense as they cross the photosphere. Pevtsov, Can eld and Metcalf measured pcm for 245 magnetograms of 69 di erent active regions. The vector magnetograms were measured with the Haleakala Stokes Polarimeter (HSP, Mickey 1985) between 1991{1995. An extended dataset, using 203 active regions is shown in g. 1. It indicates a small, but statistically signi cant tendency for left-handed twist ( pcm < 0) in the Northern hemisphere, and right-handed twist in the Southern hemisphere. This is consistent with trends in chirality inferred by other means (Zirker et al. 1997) , but is by far the least pronounced tendency among these. The dispersion about the trend can be quanti ed by the root-mean-square departure from the linear trend, pcm ' 1:28 10 ?8 m ?1 .
The PCM dataset may provide insight into the state of ux prior to its emergence, insight not provided by other morphological or interplanetary estimates of chirality. The use of photospheric measurements to probe sub-photospheric eld was explored by Leka et al. (1996) in an earlier study. They obtained vector magnetograms, using the Imaging Vector Magnetograph (IVM, Mickey et al. 1996) , { 3 { { 4 { to follow the evolution of several emerging active regions. These revealed that as an active region emerged, and its net unsigned ux increased, the net unsigned vertical current increased as well. In fact, these two quantities were roughly proportional throughout the process of emergence. This lead Leka et al. to conclude that the active region was carrying current prior to its emergence. In other words, the twist in the active region eld was present in the ux below the photosphere. By extension, we believe that the pcm from the PCM survey re ects a twist in sub-photospheric ux, and that the sense of twist has a hemispheric tendency.
We seek a theoretical model explaining the origin of twist in sub-photospheric magnetic ux tubes. Such a model must predict values of pcm with a hemispheric tendency, on top of a large degree of statistical scatter (dispersion) pcm . The origin of the hemispheric tendency is most likely related to solar rotation, either directly (e.g. through the Coriolis force) or indirectly (e.g. through di erential rotation or kinetic helicity).
Emerging ux is de ected by the Coriolis force causing a \tilt" (relative to E{W) in the observed bipole, known as Joy's Law. It has recently been shown (Longcope and Klapper 1997, hereinafter LK) that this tilt will twist the eld lines within the ux tube. Longcope and Klapper predict values pcm ' ? 3 j j 4d
where d is the polar separation and is the tilt angle (in radians) de ned to be positive (negative) in the Northern (Southern) hemisphere when adhering to Joy's Law. According to this model the Coriolis force leads to a value of pcm with the correct sign. This theoretical calculation neglected the possible propagation of twist, as torsional Alfv en waves, during emergence. Propagations would only decrease the value in (2), which presently predicts values just a bit too small: pcm = ?2 10 ?9 m ?1 ( = 10 and d = 100 Mm). Nor is the dominant statistical scatter accounted for by this model. In addition to a large scale tilt, the ux tube will accumulate random distortions from the convection zone (CZ) turbulence. This can give rise to twist through a mechanism we call the -e ect. Turbulence in the solar CZ is believed to posses a non-vanishing kinetic helicity hu r ui (see x4.1). There is a hemispheric dependence in the kinetic helicity, due ultimately to the Coriolis force acting on the turbulent uid. We will model the interaction of CZ turbulence with the rising ux tube to demonstrate that the -e ect results in pcm consistent with those found by PCM. The large amount of statistical dispersion will occur naturally in a process driven by turbulence.
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The emergence of an active region has been successfully modeled as the buoyant rise of an isolated magnetic ux tube (Parker 1975) . A nonlinear set of dynamical equations for a buoyant ux tube were proposed by Spruit (1981) and have been improved and applied by subsequent investigators. This model has successfully predicted, and observations have con rmed, the Joy's Law relationship between and solar latitude (D'Silva & Choudhuri 1993) , as well as separate relationships between and total active region ux (Fan, Fisher, & McClymont 1994; Fisher, Fan, & Howard 1995) , and between the statistical dispersion and active region ux . The rst two relationships result from the Coriolis force acting upon the rising, expanding tube. The last relationship was studied by Longcope and Fisher (1996, hereinafter LF) by considering the e ect of convection zone turbulence on a nearly horizontal ux tube.
Recently the dynamical ux tube equations have been generalized to include twisted magnetic eld within the tube (LK). The theoretical relation (2) between tilt angle and pcm is found using these model equations. This explanation, however, seems inadequate for the data in g. 1, for reasons described earlier.
In this work the same twisted ux tube equations are used to explore the e ect of turbulence on the generation and evolution of ux tube twist. As in LF, a nearly straight, horizontal tube is bu eted by a random velocity eld, representing the CZ turbulence. The random velocity eld is assumed to have a nonzero kinetic helicity, hu r ui, as is believed to be the case in CZ turbulence. We show below that the kinetic helicity gives the ux tube distortions of a roughly helical nature. This leads, in turn, to a net twist in the eld lines: the -e ect.
While the end result resembles that of the -e ect in mean eld electrodynamics (Mo att 1978; Krause & R adler 1981) , the -e ect is di erent in several important respects. First, no dissipation or turbulent di usion is necessary in the -e ect, nor is magnetic helicity changed. Second, the -e ect occurs in tubes with strong magnetic eld, while the -e ect is believed to be \quenched" by a signi cant Lorentz restoring force (Bhattacharjee & Yuan 1995) . Most importantly, the sign of the -e ect is opposite to that of the -e ect, and thus it agrees with the hemispheric tendency of PCM.
We perform quantitative calculations to estimate the magnitude of twist resulting from the -e ect. The magnitudes found are consistent with those from PCM. In addition to an average twist h pcm i, scaling roughly linearly with solar latitude, there is a statistical dispersion pcm whose magnitude can be ten times greater than the mean; this is also consistent with observations from PCM (see g.1). We nd a further relationship between h pcm i and the ux of the tube ; { 6 { evidence of this relationship can be sought in future observations. Finally, we nd very little correlation between the twist and the bipolar tilt angle .
The next section presents the dynamical equations for the evolution of the axis of a nearly-straight rising ux tube. These equations are the same for twisted or untwisted ux tubes. Section 3 introduces ux tube twist as described by Longcope and Klapper (LK) . This leads to an extended set of dynamical equations which include the -e ect. In the full set of dynamical equations the turbulent velocity appears as an external driving term. Section 4 presents a model for this driving term based on properties of turbulent velocity in the CZ, including its kinetic helicity. In section 5 this model turbulence is applied to the dynamical equations from sections 2 and 3 to yield numerical values for pcm .
2. The rise of a nearly straight ux tube A thin ux tube can be described as a curve in space, r(`), parameterized by distance,`, along itself. The instantaneous velocity of a tube element is denoted by the vector, u = (u; v; w), while the velocity of the external medium at the same point is denoted, u e = (u e ; v e ; w e ). An equation for that component of the velocity perpendicular to the tube's local tangent is (Spruit 1981; Choudhuri & Gilman 1987) 
where a is the radius of the tube's cross section and C D is the coe cient of aerodynamic drag. The local tangent vector,t, and curvature vector, , are de ned t @r
The total time derivative is taken in a frame following the local tube element. The vertical coordinate, z, increases downward, denoting depth beneath the photosphere.
The coordinate system is right-handed. This equation describes the acceleration of each section of the tube, due to the various forces acting on it. The rst term on the right hand side (rhs) of (3) represents the buoyancy force. The di erence between internal and external mass densities, i ? e , is assumed to be much smaller than either of them = e ' i . Gravity acts with an acceleration, g = g(z), in the downward (ẑ) direction; in eq.(3) the force is projected into the plane perpendicular tot. For a buoyant tube ( < 0) the actual acceleration will be upward. 
where B = = a 2 is the magnetic eld strength of the tube. This speed is slower by a factor 1= p 2 than the speed of transverse Alfv en waves due to the e ect of displacing external uid (Ryutov & Ryutova 1976) .
The nal term represents the aerodynamic drag as the tube slips through the external medium (Parker 1975) . At high Reynolds number the coe cient of drag approaches a limit of order unity (Batchelor 1967) ; for simplicity we will henceforth take C D = 1.
The Coriolis force has been neglected in eq. (3) in order to study the -e ect in isolation from other sources of ux tube twist. In a ux tube rising as an -loop the Coriolis force tilts the apex giving rise to Joy's law. This tilt gives rise, in turn, to the twist calculated in LK. In the present work, however, we seek an alternative source of twist, arising not from Joy's Law, but from turbulence. To do this we consider a strictly horizontal ux tube, not an -loop. Joy's Law does not occur in such a con guration, nor can the Coriolis force be introduced self-consistently.
Notably missing are any forces related to twist of the magnetic eld within the tube. Equation (3) was originally proposed for untwisted ux tubes; i.e. tubes in which all eld lines were parallel to the axis r(s). Recently, the equations were generalized to include the e ect of twisted ux (LK). The additional terms resulting form twist were found to be smaller than those in (3) by a factor a 2 =L 2 w , where L w is the axial distance over which a eld line wraps once about the axis (Ferriz-Mas & Schussler 1990, LK) . If a L w , a limit known as weak twist, the e ect of twist on the axial dynamics can be neglected and eq. (3) can be used to solve for the evolution of the axis. The twist does not a ect the axis, however, it will be shown below that the axis does a ect the twist. We will henceforth assume we are always in the weakly twisted limit.
In the absence of external ow (u e = 0) eq. 
where the various properties of the tube, such as its radius a and its over-density depend on depth. The details of this solution were presented in LF and are reviewed brie y in Appendix A. For the present, however, we will take z 0 (t) to be known.
This in turn means that all properties of the tube can also be written as known functions of time: a(t), (t) and so on. 
Equation (6b) neglects several terms involving gravity, and parallel ow. These terms are the basis of the Parker instability, so they are arguably signi cant. On the other hand, the zeroth order solution is meant to represent a tube undergoing the Parker instability; by discarding such terms from the rst order equations we are trying to isolate the e ects of turbulence from the rise itself.
Equations (6) 
Horizontal perturbations with k < k cr;? =v A are over-damped. This critical wavenumber will change over time as the tube rises.
The tube is initialized to be perfectly straight, y k (t = 0) = z k (t = 0) = 0, and allowed to deform due to the in uence of the external velocities. These velocities are due to turbulent convection and will be modeled as random noise. The properties of this noise derives from the properties of the turbulence surrounding the rising tube. The horizontal and vertical distortions will be correlated only in so far as the random driving velocitiesṽ e andw e are.
3. Twist and writhe
Evolution of twist in a thin tube
The ux tube, whose axis is r(`), consists of individual eld lines which twist about this axis. Within a given cross-section of the tube each eld line is assumed to twist with the same pitch q(`) (positive for right-handed twist). In a locally cylindrical coordinate system, ($; ;`), the tube's internal eld must therefore be (B $ ; B ; B`) ' (0; q$B`; B`) ;
where B`(`) = = a 2 (`)]. In addition to u, the velocity of the tube's center, there is an internal spinning motion
where !(`) is the angular frequency of spinning about the axis. Detailed de nitions of q(`) and !(`) are presented in LK.
The twist q(`) of eld lines about the axis, is quite distinct from any twist which might be present in the axis itself, r(`). The eld lines twist about the axis in the right-handed sense: q(`) > 0. The tube was initially straight and untwisted. The axis was distorted su ciently rapidly that twist has not propagated to the ends.
{ 11 { the axis. We will show below that this is natural for a tube which is initially straight and untwisted.
One consequence of the twist q(`) is an axial torque on any cross section of the tube. For a tube whose pitch is constant the torques on each element balance. An axial variation in q(`), however, leads to unbalanced torques causing the angular frequency ! to change according to d!
The rst term on the rhs arises from the changing moment of inertia of an expanding or contracting tube. The second term arises from torque imbalance. No mechanism has been included for the external ow to exert a torque directly on the tube. Such an e ect would require some form of viscous stress upon the surface of the tube; we ignore such a possibility.
Geometry alone dictates the time evolution of twist q(`) of a ux tube or of a ribbon (Klapper & Tabor 1994) . Accounting for the simultaneous in uences of axis motion as well as the spinning yields
The rst term on the rhs accounts for a change in twist q as the axis stretches. The di erential rate at which the axis stretches is
The second term expresses the increase in twist if the two ends of a tube element are spinning di erently. The third term,
depends only on the con guration and evolution of the axis. It is the only term between eqs. (12) and (13) which is not linear in either ! or q; as such it can be considered the source of twist. It may not be obvious how motion of a tube's axis can twist the eld lines which compose it. This is a purely geometrical e ect, and it can be appreciated by considering magnetic helicity. The magnetic helicity, H, of a closed ux tube is a geometric quantity which is strictly conserved under any ideal plasma motion. It has been shown that for a thin ux tube the helicity can be decomposed into a 
where r 0 r 1 (`0) and so on. (Conventional de nitions of these quantities include a pre-factor of 1=2 .) Time di erentiating Tw and using (13), the equation for _ q, gives
where we have used the fact that dH=dt = 0. Remarkably, while Wr itself is a double integral it's time derivative is a single integral whose density is ? . This can also be veri ed (with some e ort) by direct di erentiation of (18). Thus (`)
represents the local exchange of \writhe density" for twist density q. The rate of extension is related to the change in radius a. Since the mass of a tube element, M = a 2 `, is conserved we nd
This allows us to write
where (z) is the density scale height at the present depth.
A nearly straight tube
Applying eqs. (12) and (13) to the horizontal rising tube r 0 we nd = = 0.
This means that a tube may rise remaining untwisted: q 0 = ! 0 = 0. Considering the perturbed tube, the terms and are both second order in small quantities 
These are the equations for torsional Alfv en waves which propagate at v A (added mass does not a ect torsional motion). The waves damp at a rate due to the rise of the tube. In this sense is a source term for torsional Alfv en waves. 
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The total writhe of the in nitely long ux tube diverges, as does the total twist. The average twist density in the tube naturally cancels out the average writhe density since the helicity of the tube must be zero.
The expression Im(y p z p ) quanti es the helical nature of the axis in direct analogy to the circular polarization in a transverse wave (see e.g. Jackson 1975 x7.2 ). Consider an axis which forms a helix of right-handed pitch p and amplitude R r 1 (x) = R cos(px)ŷ + sin(px)ẑ ] :
The Fourier coe cients for this case are simply y p = y ?p = 1 2 R and z p = ?z ?p = ? { 2 R.
Placing these in the sum (29) gives
The writhe density of a helix is positive if it is right-handed, thus it will create negative (left-handed) twist in the eld lines. If the axis were deformed into a helix from a straight untwisted tube then eq. (27) gives q 0 = ? 1 2 R 2 p 3 ;
in agreement with LK. An arbitrary axis r 1 (x) can be decomposed into right-handed and left-handed helices of varying pitches, just as an arbitrary transverse wave-packet can be decomposed into right and left circularly polarized components. According to eq. (29), the writhe density is then the sum of the writhe densities of each helical component. The average twist is just the opposite of the writhe density. Thus a rising ux tube, initially untwisted, can be twisted by the action of turbulence if the nal deformed axis has a net helical pitch. The axis is deformed through the action of random turbulence, so the Fourier coe cients y k and z k will be random. On average, there will be a net twist if there is some statistical correlation between these coe cients hq 0 i = ? X k k 3 Imhy k z k i ; (32) where the averaging h i is over di erent realizations of the turbulent velocities. As noted above we can expect a statistical correlation between y k and z k only if there is such a correlation in the turbulent velocitiesṽ e k andw e k . In particular, to produce a non-vanishing value of Imhy k z k i requires that Imhṽ e kw e k i be non-vanishing. This implies a \circular polarization" of the turbulent velocity, otherwise known as kinetic helicity.
{ 15 { 3.3. The -e ect and the -e ect
We argue above that turbulence with non-vanishing kinetic helicity can cause the eld lines in a ux tube to develop twist. Referring to eq. (11) this twist corresponds to a component of the eld, B , which is locally azimuthal, relative to { 16 { the primary axial component B`. In treatments of mean eld electrodynamics it is customary to phrase this generation process in terms of the -e ect (Mo att 1978; Krause & R adler 1981) . Speci cally, the -e ect is a change in the axial component of the average vector potential @hA`i @t = ?chE`i = ? hB`i ; (33) where we omit the terms due to the mean velocities (i.e. shear). This de nition is such that positive twists the eld in the right-handed sense. When applied to an isolated ux tube, however, this equation predicts an azimuthal eld B concentrated mostly at the tube's surface, where B`($) changes most rapidly. Equation (33) is derived for a magnetic eld dominated by a smooth non-statistical component which varies over large scales. It is not clear that such an analysis applies to an isolated tube with strong magnetic eld.
The twist in our ux tube is more directly related to the axial current density
There is also a narrow layer of return current along the surface $ = a. In analogy to the -e ect we shall consider a change to J`due to the turbulence alone @hJ`i @t = 2h _ qi B`= 2h 0 i B`;
ignoring the return current layer. Thus the e ect of turbulence is to generate a current, rather than a vector potential; we refer to this as the -e ect. The coe cient is once again de ned so that positive h 0 i leads to right-handed twist.
It is important to note that h 0 i > 0 twists the eld lines in the right-handed sense only because the axis is being twisted in the left-handed sense (see g. 2). Fluid motions with a right-handed sense will deform a ux tube in a left-handed sense (Mo att 1978) . This is expected in a rising, expanding ow, being acted upon by the Coriolis force in the Southern hemisphere of the Sun. That is to say, right-handed uid motions produce left-handed writhe in the ux tube. By conservation of helicity, we thus expect both the twist in the ux tube to be right-handed and for h 0 i > 0 in the Southern hemisphere. Thus the -e ect should produce J=B > 0 in the Southern hemisphere (and J=B < 0 in the Northern hemisphere). These relations, along with the hemispheric variations in related quantities, are summarized in Table  I . Table 1 : A summary of the signs ( ) of various quantities associated with twist and helicity, and the handedness (R or L) of helical eld lines. The signs re ect the Coriolis e ect on turbulence in the bulk of the CZ; rising, expanding material will develop retrograde rotation, while sinking, contracting material will develop prograde rotation. Some theoretical studies indicate that several of these signs are reversed in a layer near the bottom of the CZ. None of the signs is expected to change with solar cycle.
Convective turbulence model

Properties of the turbulence
We wish to estimate the expected magnitude of the -e ect on a rising ux tube. During its rise, this ux tube is acted upon by the turbulent velocity eld of the solar CZ. We model this velocity eld by generatingṽ e (x; t) andw e (x; t) as random functions whose properties re ect those expected of turbulence in a rotating frame. As in LF we use the mixing-length formalism as a guide.
For homogeneous turbulence the correlation between di erent components of the velocity spectrum is characterized by the tensor ij (k) and incompressibility are routinely assumed in the theoretical investigation of turbulence, they do not obviously apply to the solar CZ. Quite remarkably, however, some numerical simulations suggest that the most anisotropic elements are strong down ows which occupy only a small fraction of the CZ volume. The remainder of the volume, and thus the majority of the CZ, contains turbulence of a largely isotropic nature (Stein & Nordlund 1989; Cattaneo et al. 1991) . This isotropic turbulence contains scales equal to or smaller than the scale height, and therefore can be considered approximately incompressible. In light of these facts, and because it simpli es the model considerably (i.e. permitting Fourier analysis), we use the homogeneous, isotropic, incompressible turbulence expression (37).
The functions E(k) and F(k) are called the energy spectrum and helicity spectrum. They are de ned such that their integrals give the total energy (per unit mass) and the kinetic helicity respectively k) is opposite to the kinetic helicity (Mo att 1978 gives this sign incorrectly; this error seems to have propagated into the literature).
For the spectrum of CZ turbulence we will adopt a simple model we call the shell model. At any given depth the turbulence is taken to be homogeneous, isotropic and incompressible, and to be characterized by the local mixing length velocity v ml and mixing length l ml . Furthermore, the spectrum is taken to be a monochromatic spherical shell in wavenumber space; all motions are strictly at the mixing length. Thus the energy spectrum is given by E(k) = 3 2 v 2 ml (k ? k ml ) ;
where k ml 2 =l ml . The factor of 3=2 arises from our interpretation that the mixing length velocity v ml represents the root-mean-squared velocity in one direction only: v 2 ml = h(w e ) 2 i. The helicity spectrum will be taken to be F(k) = 3hv 2 ml k ml (k ? k ml ) ; 
where the index k is used for k x to correspond to the notation from the remainder of the paper. Longcope and Fisher (LF) did not assume incompressible turbulence and found a slightly di erent correlation; the discrepancy in nal results is approximately 10%. Note that even though the homogeneous turbulence is localized to the wavenumber jkj = k ml , when the spectrum is projected onto the k x axis there is energy at all lower wave-numbers.
The case where i = 2 and j = 3 gives the correlation between velocity components hṽ e kw e k 0 i = 3{hv 2 ml k 4k 2 ml k k;k 0 ; jkj k ml :
(44) These correlations are the properties characterizing the turbulent velocity elds which are relevant to the rising ux tube.
Appendix B describes the algorithm for generating pseudo-random functions v e k (t) andw e k (t) satisfying the above properties. These functions are used as inputs for the axis evolution equations (9), whose solutions are used, in turn, as inputs for the twist evolution equations (12) and (13). The properties of the random functions depend on the local values of k ml , v ml and h which are discussed below.
Properties of the Convection Zone
The parameters k ml and v ml are standard features of mixing length theory. We take these, and other atmospheric functions of depth, form the CZ model given by Spruit (1974) because this same model has been used in several previous theoretical investigations (Fan et al. 1993 . Longcope and Fisher (LF) compared their results when a di erent CZ model was used and found little di erence.
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The kinetic helicity of CZ turbulence is not as well understood theoretically.
To assign a value to the parameter h we reason as follows. Kinetic helicity in CZ turbulence arises through the action of Coriolis forces on upwelling-expanding or down owing-contracting gas. If the rotation were absent, or the upwelling did not interact with it, the uid motion would not be helical. Thus, at solar latitude we expect h sin( ); it is positive in the northern hemisphere. For the Coriolis force to be e ective, the rotation time scale must be smaller than the eddy time scale (when this is not the case, as it is not in an ordinary bathtub, the Coriolis force has negligible e ect). In CZ turbulence the the eddy turn-over time is t ml 1=(v ml k ml ). Thus we look for h 2t ml sin( ) Ro ?1 the inverse of the Rossby number (Zeldovich, Ruzmaikin, & Sokolo 1983 
Several numerical simulations of compressible turbulence in a rotating atmosphere have shown a kinetic helicity which changes sign near the bottom boundary (Glatzmaier 1985; Brandenburg et al. 1990 ). This is attributed the horizontal expansion of descending material encountering a lower boundary. (47) where 0 = (Z 0 ) is the density at the base of the convection zone. This form is chosen to provide a layer, one density scale-height deep, in which the kinetic helicity has the sign opposite to that characteristic of the hemisphere. { 21 { We will explore the e cacy of the -e ect in turbulence characterized by both model H and model B, with a range of values of h. Model H has the advantage of being straight-forward, and having fewer ad hoc elements. Model B contains a layer of reverse kinetic helicity which is theorized to exist in the solar CZ. It would seem that this layer might a ect the amount of twist imparted to the ux tube, and perhaps even change its sign. In fact, we will nd that choice of model and choice of h has very little e ect on the nal twist. For this reason, we will limit or consideration to these two models and one free parameter.
The 
Results of the Model
The numerical calculations
The implementation of the above model proceeds as follows. First, the parameters are set, consisting of , B 0 , the latitude and the a kinetic helicity model (H or B) with its parameter h. All runs use an initial magnetic eld strength B 0 = 30 kG, since this has been found to be reasonable in other simulations (Fan, Fisher & DeLuca 1993, LF) . The zero order rise is solved up to a minimum depth Z f . We adopt a value Z f = 30 Mm, since beyond this the radius of the ux tube makes thin equations unlikely to be valid. The equations of rst-order axial evolution (9) are solved using the zeroth order solution and a single realization of the random functionsṽ e k (t) andw e k (t). This realization is generated using the algorithm described in Appendix B, which uses a pseudo-random number generator. Integration of eqs. (9) (50) There is an intrinsic dispersion q in the twist because of the statistical nature of the -e ect; it is not an error. Figure 6 shows numerical estimates of each of the spectra for the tube from g. 
This is smaller than the intrinsic dispersion q because the N runs represent multiple independent samples of the twist q(x). The twist is correlated with a length k = 2 =K so each tube contains L=`k = K= k independent samples of the twist.
N independent ux tubes then give an estimate of hq 0 i with the error q above. For the run being considered q ' 2 10 ?4 Mm ?1 which is 5% of the mean.
The shape of the twist spectrum S q (k) re ects that of its source S (k). The nature of the relation is further elucidated by plotting the spectral densities at increasing depths z ( g. 7) . This reveals that the source function increases in magnitude as the tube rises. The twist spectrum also grows as the tube rises.
Variation of parameters
Simulations of the nature described above are conducted for ux tubes with varying parameters. Each simulation consists of N = 1000 realizations yielding errors akin to those just explored. For ready comparison to the observations from PCM, we convert the twist q into \helicity" pcm using eq. (34) 
is shown primarily as a guide. Note, however, that for h 0:1 the level of twist does not vary greatly. Due to this low sensitivity we have chosen to forego the investigation of still other models of kinetic helicity in CZ turbulence.
Relation between twist and tilt angle
The results above show the average properties of the ux tube twist. For each realization it is possible to evaluate pcm at a single point, say x = 0, taken to represent the top of an emerging ux tube (LF)
The apex of this tube deviates from its mean direction (x for the horizontal tube; Joy's law is not present in the model) making a tilt angle 
Similarly, we de ne a mean twist pcm by averaging over the region ?d=2 x d=2
It can be quickly veri ed that h pcm i = h pcm i, however, the dispersion in pcm will be less that that in pcm The individual tilts and twists, (i) and (i) pcm , appear completely uncorrelated with one another. Spearman's rank order correlation test yields = 0:02 which is consistent with uncorrelated data at a 49% con dence level. In an actual ux tube the apex will tilt due to Coriolis force giving rise to a mean h i 6 = 0 consistent with Joy's law. This mean will naturally depend on latitude, as does h pcm i. Thus, the tilt angle and measured twists will be correlated by the mutual dependence of their mean values on latitude. Each of these variables exhibits signi cant scatter in addition to their mean values. The model above indicates that the scatter will be { 32 { { 33 { uncorrelated. Recent analysis of the PCM data set provides a preliminary indication that this may be the case (Pevtsov & Can eld 1998). 
Discussion
This work has presented a mechanism by which twist can be introduced into an isolated sub-photospheric ux tube. A helical deformation of the tube's axis (writhe) will cause the eld lines within the tube to twist about the axis in the opposite sense. This is a geometric consequence of the conservation of magnetic helicity, and has been noted by previous investigators (Berger & Field 1984 , Mo att & Ricca 1992 . Here we note that the handedness of the twist, and not of the writhe, determines the sign of pcm since the electric current depends on the curl of the eld.
The Coriolis e ect helically deforms the ux tube axis directly on the large scale characteristic of the CZ depth. This deformation is manifest in the bipolar tilt angle described by Joy's Law. In addition, turbulence of the CZ can introduce helical deformation on small scales (at the mixing length) if the turbulence contains a non-vanishing kinetic helicity; we call this the -e ect. Both of these helical deformations will be of the handedness appropriate to explain the twist observed by Pevtsov, Can eld and Metcalf (PCM). This sense is opposite to that of the well-known -e ect, which therefore must disagree with these observations. We believe that small-scale helical deformations, due to convective turbulence, are the most signi cant source of twist in active region ux tubes. The source term for magnetic twist, in eq. (15), involves three spatial derivatives, so it will be dominated by small scales. As further evidence, the measurements of pcm show a large statistical dispersion (larger than the measurement errors), suggesting a turbulent or random origin.
We have performed a simple calculation to estimate the amount of twist the -e ect may produce. This involved a straight horizontal tube which is distorted by turbulent velocities as it rises through the CZ. The distortions are treated as small perturbations. These assumptions are made to simplify the calculation, and give a rst estimate of this new phenomena. The model does include a back-reaction by the Lorentz force; an aspect often omitted from treatments of the -e ect. Furthermore, the turbulent velocity is endowed with a kinetic helicity whose spectrum and amplitude vary with depth.
The results of these simulations indicate that the -e ect is signi cant enough to account for observed active region twist. Our estimated values of h pcm i and { 34 { its statistical dispersion, pcm are about twice as large as observed values. Its variation with latitude is consistent with observations. Given the crudeness of the model, this is very encouraging agreement. It is likely that these values will decrease with some of the improvements to the model: a more realistic turbulence spectrum would distribute the uctuations more broadly in wavenumber, and an -loop would permit propagation of twist away from the apex. The model also suggests several signatures of the -e ect which might be tested with future observations. First, the mean twist scales inversely with active region ux h pcm i ?0:69 :
(66) Such inverse scaling is common in ux tube models, since larger ux tubes rise more rapidly, providing less time for the actions of turbulence or of the Coriolis force. Similar ux scalings, predicted in and , were con rmed to exist in Wilson sunspot data (Fisher, Fan, & Howard 1995) . Second, the dispersion pcm is found to be independent of latitude. The dispersion depends on the amplitude of uctuation induced by the turbulence, and not on its correlation properties. Most CZ models predict turbulence whose amplitude does not vary with latitude, even while correlations, such as kinetic helicity, do vary. Finally, uctuations in pcm are found to be uncorrelated with uctuations in tilt angle .
Better estimates of twist due to the -e ect will come from using a more accurate treatment of the ux tube. This would almost certainly entail full nonlinear simulations, using the full versions of the twist equations (12) and (13). Given the statistical nature of the problem it will be necessary to do N 1000 runs at any given parameter.
Further improvements can be sought in more realistic models of CZ turbulence. We have used the shell model because it is simple, and because there is little ambiguity in the introduction of kinetic helicity. While more sophisticated models of compressible turbulence have been developed (Canuto & Mazzetelli 1991) , these models do not yet include rotation. Without a good model for the helicity spectrum F(k) it would seem to be di cult to improve upon the shell model.
The -e ect is only one possible mechanism for the introduction of twist. Other investigators have proposed origins such as zonal jets (Rust 1994) or di erential rotation. It would be instructive to estimate the magnitudes of pcm which each such mechanism might produce. Making such quantitative comparisons with observation should discriminate among the models. It has also been proposed that twist is present in a ux tube even before it rises; that twist is produced by the solar dynamo { 35 { (Longcope, Fisher, & Arendt 1996; Moreno-Insertis & Emonet 1996; Fan, Zweibel, & Lantz 1998) . Barring great strides in an understanding of magnetic dynamos the best evidence for this hypothesis may come by eliminating all other mechanisms. DWL wishes to acknowledge helpful discussions with Dr. E. F. Bunn, and with M. G. Linton. We thank the sta of the Mees Solar Observatory for observations. DWL and AAP were supported by NASA grant NAG5-5043. Part of the work was done while DWL was visiting UC Berkeley, supported by NSF grant AST-9528474 and NASA grant NAGW-5133. GHF was supported by NASA grant NAG5-4181 and NSF grant AST-9528474. A. The rise of a horizontal ux tube: the lowest order
The lowest order solution consists of a straight, horizontal (t =x) ux tube, rising through a static atmosphere. This was studied in detail by Moreno-Insertis (1983) . Below we outline the solution used in LF.
Neglecting inertia, the tube rises at its terminal velocity determined by a balance of upward buoyancy and downward drag 
The magnetic eld, B, can be found readily from the ux, , and the tube radius, a(z). The temperature di erence, T, will evolve both through the adiabatic 
where th is the radiative cooling time for a cylindrical ux tube (Fisher, Chou, & McClymont 1989) . For ux tubes larger that 10 20 Mx this time scale is typically very long and the tube's thermal relaxation is unimportant (Moreno-Insertis 1983; Fisher, Chou, & McClymont 1989) . Both eqs. (A2) and (A4) can be simultaneously integrated in time to yield the entire zeroth order solution. The external atmosphere determines functions (z), p(z) and so on. These are taken from the model of Spruit (1974) 
B. Generating the external velocity functions
To generate the random functionsṽ e k (t) andw e k (t) we use the algorithm from LF. The velocity functions must each have properties of homogeneous turbulence with moments re ecting the conditions at the present depth. In addition they must be correlated with one another to endow the turbulence with kinetic helicity. As a rst step we generate uncorrelated random, complex function k (t) and k (t) through the previous algorithm k (t) = v ml (t) F k k ml (t)] W k (t)] ; The spatial structure is provided by the lter function F k (k ml ). This is de ned with reference to eq. (43) 
